
February 21, 2021

The 3B Lien/Fee Recovery Decision. 

Dear Bristol Harbour Residents,

This lawsuit was in essence about the BHVA recovering fees incurred in BHVA’s
successful defense of the prior lawsuit brought on by the 3Bs. The judge ruled in 3Bs
favor.  Simply put, we are extremely disappointed in the court’s decision. 

Despite the Board being completely vindicated on the merits, this decision effectively
provides that the BHVA is responsible for fees incurred in successfully defending the 3B
lawsuit.  The decision does not address section 14.10 that states that the “Association
shall have the right to construe and interpret the Provisions of this Declaration...” or any of
the other arguments raised by the Board. There is no additional judgment on the merits of
the prior lawsuit or the Fields lawsuit.

Again, the Board is highly disappointed and is considering all of its options, including the
right to appeal the decision. We have 30 days to file a notice of appeal and approximately
6 months to perfect the appeal by submitting a legal brief. 

The Board’s primary objective is and has been the main business of protecting our
amenities and getting the waterfront operating. We have suffered many hostile headwinds
including the Fields and 3B lawsuits, but we are focused on opening and protecting our
property. 

In summary, the latest decision was about the Board's ability to recover money incurred
defending the suit brought by Bachman, Buckley and Braun. It was not about BHVA
property or the rights of its residents. BHVA can forego further litigation, having taken the
issue to the lower court, and just pay the cost of defending the lawsuit. We can also further
pursue the issue in court where we still have viable options. In any event, the Board's
primary objective is protecting our property, safely getting BHVA back to normal and
optimizing the summer season of 2021!

Kind Regards,

BHVA BOD


